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Botter Sloop Means Botter Health'

BioMagnetic Supplementation'

$49 SHIPPING REBATE / FEEDBACK FORM
Please return document by email: paulbecker(a)earthpulse.net or Fax: +1.772.539.8437

Clients get a $49 shipping rebate by returning this form complete to 90 Days (even if with return
request).

LAST NAME:...F.}*BB?. AGE: .§!?. PURCHASE DATE:
If DEVICE FAILS TO PRODUCE SATISFACTORY RESULTS, PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM
COMPLETED 30-90 DAYS TO RECEIVE RETURN-AUTHORIZATION AND YOUR RETURNS

INSTRUCTIONS (DEPENDS UPON YOUR LOCATION).

RE-SAVE THIS DOCUMENT EACH TIME YOU UPDATE IT

On a Scale of 1 -10 (10=BEST)

23 45 678 9Base-Line

Prior to EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10=worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate

Day 7 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate
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Resting Breath Hold (RBH) almost never fails to improve during first week. If RBH did fail
to improve (or got worse which is even more rare), please re-read your RBH test instructions (in
the same email this document was attached to. Usually a reduction can be tracked to a failure to
oxygen load consistently with the past RBH test, or taking under different conditions.

Comments: Please write as much as you would like in the space below. PARTICULARLY HELPFUL WOULD BE
YOUR COMMENTS ON ANY CHANGES IN NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTATION OR MEDICATION DURING THE
TIME OF YOUR 90 DAY TRIAL. The page will continue down as necessary. Call for technical support if you have any
questions. Contact numbers are at end of this document. Thank you! . i
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Day 14 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

y/| usually waketo urinate
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Comments: Please use the device nightly during the first 90-day period to maximize statistical
probability and level of success. Please make sure you oxygen load properly to make your RBH
as accurate as possible.

Day 21 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate
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Comments: ANY CHANGES MADE TO SUPPLEMENTS OR MEDICATIONS?
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Day 28 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate
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Comments: Please use the device nightly during the first 90-day period to maximize statistical
probability and level of success. Thank you!
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Day 60 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate
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Comments: Please use the device nightly during the first 90-day period (don't loan it out yet) to
maximize statistical probability and level of success. Thank you!
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Day 90 on EarthPulse™ I'm sleeping

My energy level is

My physical performance level is

My mental performance level is

My resting-breath-hold (RBH) is

My pain level is (10 = worst)

My body-weight is

I usually wake to urinate
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NOW,... IF YOU'D LIKE TO LOAN YOUR EARTHPULSE OUT, TO A FRIEND TO TRY,
PLEASE DO SO.

WE WILL CREDIT $100 OF YOUR TOTAL CHARGES BACK TO YOUR CREDIT CARD (OR
TRANSFER BACK TO YOU BY PAYPAL®) FOR EACH CLIENT YOU SEND US REGARDLESS
IF THEY KEEP IT OR NOT. AT 1% RETURNS WE'RE NOT WORRIED ABOUT YOUR
FRIENDS NOT LIKING IT.

PLEASE SAVE THIS DOCUMENT TO YOUR HARD DREIVE AND RETURN IT TO US BY

EMAIL FOR YOUR REBATE.

Thank you and be well.

Comments: Please write as much as you would like here, then return to email below.
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mailto:paulbecker(5).earthpulse.net

FAX:+1.772.539.8437 A" "->
http://www.earthpulsetechnoloqies.com
International & Caribbean:+1.242.676.2324 / Canada:+1.778.786.3650 / U.K.:+44.131.516.8138

/ U.S.-.+1.305.434.7061 / FAX:+1.772.539.8437

Data in or attached to this document is privileged and confidential, intended solely for use and enjoyment of the
individual(s) or entity(s) named in the email address carrying this document. If reader is not intended recipient be notified
that dissemination, distribution or copying is strictly prohibited.Data contained or attached is never intended to recommend
our technology as a drug or diagnosis for any illness or disease condition; nor as a product or therapy to eliminate disease
or medical condition; nor has any data been evaluated by U.S. Food and Drug Administration or any governmental health
agency. Worldwide, no governmental bodies recognize a need to supplement natural magnetic fields. EarthPulse™ Tech
nor Magnetic Therapy, Ltd. make no medical claims as to benefit of our device and methods. EarthPulse™ is not intended
to be used to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. It is strictly a sleep & performance enhancement technology.
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